Nasarius is a specialized consultancy focusing on cash and treasury solutions. We advise on treasury best
practices, process optimization and bank tenders as well as support clients in system selection, system
implementation and system integration.
Our clients benefit from our specific expert focus, helping us to deliver world-class solutions in the areas we
know best. Our strength is local knowledge combined with global expertise, bringing innovation and creativity
with constant attention to client-focused results. Our niche approach makes us a truly unique, agile, and
flexible partner.
Our clients are large corporations and usually with a global reach with a size ranging from bnEUR1 to 80+.
Nasarius was founded in 2006 and today we are 20 highly skilled and specialized consultants with a unique
combination of in-depth business understanding as well as a solid technical expertise. The team is spread around
Europe including eight nationalities.
Would you like to join a team working with Treasury? We seek consultants who can implement such for large
corporate clients.

SAP Treasury Consultant and Implementation Manager
As an SAP Treasury Consultant and Implementation Manager you will support corporations with both business
and technical challenges. You will support the client defining its exact requirements and tailor the system
accordingly. These projects also involve significant change of internal routines and processes. Facilitating
Change Management will therefore be a vital part of your role on our projects. Improvements and increased
effectiveness play a major role for our clients and are important drivers for such projects. We seek initiative
and appreciate new ideas which question and enrich the way of working.

The ideal candidate:

You have more than 3 years of relevant working experience in areas of SAP TRM within implementation and
configuration. You need to possess knowledge of various instruments, treasury policies, deep understanding
of the treasury process and how it is translated into system requirements.

Assignments:

You will be assigned to the implementation projects of Treasury systems. A typical project will be ongoing for
6-12 months where you will be part of an implementation team. An important part of this work will be to
advice the client as the domain expert and be the advisor and sparring partner for the client when deciding
upon how to optimize their internal processes.
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Formal qualifications:

We expect you to have a formal education on Bachelor or Master level within economics or similar experience
within these areas. You need to be IT literate.

Business orientation:













Experience and good insight of SAP TRM module including:
o Hedge Mgmt., Securities, Risk Analyzers, Commodities
o Exposure Management, IFRS 9
Experience with other SAP modules (CM, IHC) is an advantage
Experience with SAP S/4HANA is an advantage
Experience of working with trading platforms such as FXall, 360T, Bloomberg and integration with SAP
TRM is an advantage
Knowledge of leading market data providers (Refinitiv, Bloomberg, etc.) and integration with SAP is an
advantage
Experience of providing Treasury reporting & analytics solutions with tools such as SAP Analytics
Cloud, Analysis for Office, BW, BPC, Power BI
Experience working with complex challenges
Strong communication skills
Analytical and solution oriented
Strong focus on delivering high quality
Strong written and verbal communication skills in English
High level of comfort presenting analysis and information to senior management and external parties

As our colleague:







You like new challenges
You enjoy working remotely from home when not at a client, if not close to an office
You prefer to say yes, but understand the importance of saying no to reach the objective
You are a doer and enjoy having hands on
You can work independently, but will deliver even better when doing it in a team
You should be prepared for extensive ad-hoc travelling to Nordic clients

Location:

We seek the right candidates to join our company, to support our business based out of Copenhagen office,
Budapest office or working remotely from any other Nordic or north European country.

Contact information:

For questions about the position, please contact Louise Beyer, HR Manager:
E-mail: lb@nasarius.com, mobile: +45 31 12 87 96.
Please send your application and a CV to job@nasarius.com
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